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We are a small Montessori preschool that needed help making our playground not only look better, but also be more useful. We could not keep our sod growing due to our heavy traffic, so we ended up with dirt in the heavy travel areas. When it rained or snowed, the dirt turned into mud. That lead to us not being able to play outside for days at a time. I had tried to get estimates from several companies for artificial turf and either got no response or I could tell the company was not interested in quality. I was then referred to Chad at SYNlawn. I called, and he worked around our tricky schedule to come out and take a look. I wasn’t sure how anything about artificial turf worked. He took the time to explain the entire process as well as gave me samples of turf. Next, Chad got us detailed estimates. I picked the best option for us, and the process started quickly.

The work began, and it was exciting to watch the transformation. Unfortunately, it rained a ton during the process, but the work was still done quickly. Chad and his crew were very kind and kept us updated. They had 48 pairs of little eyes watching them from the windows eagerly. When they were finished, Chad answered all of my questions. He also has followed up to make sure everything is working for us. This project has changed our playground so much for the better! When it rains, the turf drains almost immediately, and we can go out and play. My only regret is that I did not do this sooner! Thank you to everyone that helped us with this transformation!

- Christine Grothe, Director at Montessori Academy of West Omaha, Inc.